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Dynamic Systems-Your Ideal IT Partner.

We are the Next Generation of Creative
Agencies in the World!
Dynamic-Systems is a registered company based in
Nairobi that provides technology services delivering
business solutions to its clients. As a business unit,
Dynamic-Systems’ delivers a broad portfolio of
information technology applications and business
process outsourcing services to clients. Our clients vary
from manufacturing; financial services; healthcare;
communications, media and entertainment; energy;
transportation; consumer and retail outlets and the
government.
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How Do We Do It?
Our portfolio is built around innovative offerings in applications services, business process
outsourcing and infrastructure technology outsourcing. This enables our clients to respond
quickly to changing market dynamics and increase their competitiveness. Dynamic Systems
builds on its strong services heritage of meeting, and exceeding, clients' needs every day –
driving their business performance all along the way. Time and again, the people at
Dynamic-Systems prove they never give up until the job is done for our clients.

Our Pledge To You
Dynamic-Systems is committed to providing high-quality professional services and to
conducting business ethically and with integrity. In short, our company commitment to
integrity is one of the core values that link each of us, regardless of location, work
assignment, language or customs.

Our Mission
To provide solutions which enable our customers to achieve excellence and sustainable
competitive edge.

Our Core Values
Dynamic Systems-Your Ideal IT Partner.
.

Innovation
Flexibility is the key to our offerings, and intrinsic to this flexibility, is the spirit of Innovation
that we bring to our products and services - from the very stage of design to implementation
and customer support.

Insight
At Dynamic-Systems, we pride ourselves on the vision, skills, expertise and professionalism
of our team. Our team members make use of their keen Insight to foresee industry trends
and meet demanding customer needs. And the working of their collective minds in a highly
supportive environment ensures that our products and services retain a competitive edge at
all times.

Integrity
At Dynamic-Systems, we look at the Core Value of Integrity as the very soul of our company.
This is reflected in our finances, the trusted relationship that we share with our customers
and business partners, and the faith reposed in us by our stakeholders.
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Our Products & Services

Products & Services
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Write your great great subtitle here.

VOIP

Web Development

Networking Solutions

We creates solutions that are easy
to use, easy to manage, scalable,
reliable and deliver enterpriseclass features.

We provide web design,
development and custom
solutions for any business or
industry.

We provide advanced network
systems architecture, leadingedge applications, streamlined
communications.

SMS Solutions

CCTV Surveillance

S/W Development

We provide a web based mobile
messaging tool designed to help
marketers adopt a robust wireless
solution quick and easy.

There have been many instances
covered by the media where
CCTV surveillance helped in
investigations

POS,School Management
System,Payroll,Fleet
Management,CRM,ERP,

VOIP

VOIP
IP Telephony/Call Centers

Dynamic-Systems is among the first company in Kenya to design and build customized telecommunication solutions. DynamicSystems creates solutions that are easy to use, easy to manage, scalable, reliable and deliver enterprise-class features.
We are changing the face of IP telephony with our innovative line of systems. Our range of telephony solutions can be used for
a standard office solution and for a call center solution.
Features
- Voicemail system
- Conference rooms
- Interactive Voice Response (IVR)
- Branch Office & Telecommuters
- Reports
- Call recording
- Call queues
- Intelligent call routing
- Integrated fax server
- Music on hold
- Call forwarding, call waiting and call parking
- Private Instant messaging
- Presence Management
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WEB DEVELOPMENT

WEB DESIGN & DEVELOPMENT
Website & Web Application Design and Development

We provide web design, development and custom solutions for any business or industry. There is no job too big or too small.
Take a look at the services we provide and use our quote form or give us a call and lets discuss your project. We take great
pride in our work, have a large experienced staff, and can handle any of your online needs.
-Custom Designs based on your requirements
-Markup languages (HTML, XHTML and XML)
-Custom Web Design
-Business Web Applications
-Enterprise Web Portals
-Content Management
-Flash presentations
-Social Websites
-E-Commerce,Real Estate, Attorney, Medical, Church Websites
-Industrial, Oil & Gas Website
-Domain Reservation and Hosting and much much more....
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NETWORKING SOLUTIONS

NETWORKING SOLUTIONS
LAN, WLAN, WAN, VPN, Fiber Optic Solutions,Firewalls e.t.c

Dynamic Systems has expertise in all the major network types, and can guide you in making the best choices to meet your
needs. Common network types with which we work include:
Cable Networks - These cable networks can handle the latest gigabit Ethernet and voice technology. Dynamic Systems has
proved its proficiency in designing and installing the cabling infrastructure to meet your requirements today, with the flexibility to
accommodate future growth and demands.
Wide Area Networks (WAN) - If you need a multi-location solution for a distributed organization, a WAN might be the answer.
There are several models of WAN to consider: frame, leased lines, VPN (Virtual Private Network) or dial up.
Wireless Networks - For smaller or more dynamic environments, a wireless network would be a cost-effective alternative
solution to cabling. Internet connectivity by utilizing new DSL technology and secure firewalls can provide faster downloads and
inter-site access to meet your exact requirements.
Local Area Networks (LAN) - Our experience for several years briefs us that building a LAN to link the personal computers in
small organizations will increase their online effectiveness by many folds. Connecting the organization’s computers, printers,
servers and other peripheral equipment on a common platform lets the users share expensive hardware, application programs
and exchange data files quickly, easily and reliably. These LANs make e-mail possible, support centralized data backups, and
provide access to the Internet.
Fiber Optic Solutions – Dynamic Systems designs and markets a broad range of fiber optic transmission systems for point to
point and point to multi-point fiber optic technology.
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CCTV SURVEILLANCE

CCTV SURVEILLANCE
IP Cameras, DVR Supply, Analogue Cameras, IP Cameras, NVR, Jovision, Remote CCTV Access

There have been many instances covered by the media where CCTV surveillance helped in investigations of different criminal
and disastrous incidences.That said the importance of having CCTV systems anywhere can never be overemphasized.
Dynamic Systems delivers world class, top quality CCTV installation to clients all over Kenya. We have an effective technical
team that can handle simple to complex installations. Our personnel is known to be courteous and professional so you can be
sure that your installations are being handled by excellent staff.
We believe that customer is king and have had great customer reviews.We strive to always have a good working relationship
with our customers. Some of the people who have used our systems include residential users, commercial users and
government institutions among others.
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BIOMETRIC SYSTEMS

BIOMETRIC SYSTEMS
Limit Access Into Certain Areas,Finger Print Access. IRIS Access, Card Access e.t.c

Our biometric solutions will give you a very easy and secure method of identity verification. In most computer systems,
measures such as PIN, passwords, cards and keys are used for identity verification. The bad thing about these measures is the
fact that people often change, disclose or forget them. An accurate and reliable technique of identification/verification can be
designed by use of biometric technologies.
Biometric/Access control systems are security devices that control entry to a premise. The biometric door lock utilizes finger
print reader technology to lock and unlock your door. You can always set, re-set or remove the fingerprint access information on
the device. Our biometric systems are able to log over a thousand users and keeping all logs in the system database. Like other
security products, biometric access control systems can be advanced by integration with other systems. The biometric system
can be used by human resource to assist in time management and payroll.
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ERP & CRM

ERP & CRM
Enterprise Resource Planning And Client Resource Management Systems

Dynamic Systems can implement a system that enables you to identify and understand your most profitable customers,
strategize interactions, and continuously improve your organization's marketing performance. Our CRM and ERP are a
multifaceted process, mediated by a set of IT solutions that focuses on creating two-way exchanges with customers so that
firms have an intimate knowledge of their needs, wants, and buying patterns. It helps companies understand, as well as
anticipate, the needs of current and potential customers. Some of the focus areas include sales, marketing, customer service,
training, professional development, performance management, human resource development, and compensation.
The CRM Intelligence helps in translating customer needs and profitability projection into game plans for different segments or
groups of customers, captured by customer interactions (Human, automated or combinations of both) into software that tracks
whether that game plan is followed or not, and whether the desired outcomes are obtained. It helps in Modeling the Customer
Relationship Strategy, Goals and outcomes. Numbers and description of whether goals were met and models of customer
segments and game plans worked as assumed is been reported by the monitoring tool.
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FLEET MANAGEMENT

FLEET MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
Fleet Management, Fuel Management, Car Tracking e.t.c

Our Fleet Management System uses state of the art technology in the Kenyan market, making our Fleet Management package
second to none. We believe in quality, affordability and giving everyone a chance to secure their fleet of vehicles be it
commercial or private. Its main features include:
-Current location report
-Tracking by time interval
-Built - in motion sensor for power saving
-SOS panic button
-Geo-fencing control
-Low battery alert
-Speeding alert
-Engine Cut by SMS
-Digital Input for Engine Control
-User Name and Password to access the Fleet Management System
-Engine Temperature
-Over speed Detection Reports
-Brake PSI Reports
-Drive Identification and RFID Codes
And a lot more
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Our Portfolio

Some Of Our Clients
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Our Offices
Swing House Suite 45
Madaraka Shopping Center
Nairobi Kenya

Social Media
facebook.com/DynamicSystemsltd
twitter.com/DSystemsKE

sales@dynamicsystems.co.ke
info@dynamicsystems.co.ke
Call +254 20 520 2558
+ 254 720 736 332
+ 254 720 215 201
www.dynamicsystems.co.ke

Thank you for your time!
I hope you guys enjoyed it!

